Student Learning Outcomes/Objectives, with Any Associations and Related Measures, Targets, Findings, and Action Plans

SLO 1: French - High quality training
The students shall demonstrate high quality training in the French language for those majoring in the concentration.

Related Measures

M 1: French - Course exit test
Administer the exit test (a departmentally designed test) each semester in the 3 courses: French 1001, 1002 and 2001, and have it graded by the computer.

Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other

Target:
80% will score at ‘satisfactory’ or above on the Exit Test administered three times (Fren 1001, 1002, and 2001). “Satisfactory” means 60% minimum of correct answers. For majors: 70% correct answers.

M 2: French - Written Exit Exam
All graduates will pass the “Written Exit Exam” for majors that concludes French 3500, “The Tutorial For Graduating Majors.” It also has an oral mid-term conducted in French. The whole final written exam is an exam of approximately 2 hours long written in French: 45 minutes – literature; 45 minutes culture; 45 minutes advanced grammar/phonetics. This is a juried exam (3 faculty members) for both the oral mid-term and the written final.

Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other

Target:
90% will score “satisfactory” on the Written Exit Exam (the Literature part), which entails a minimum of 75% correct answers on all its content in that area.

SLO 2: French - Understanding and appreciation of literature
The students shall demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of French literature and the ability to communicate it, orally and in writing, in both English and French.

Related Measures

M 2: French - Written Exit Exam
All graduates will pass the “Written Exit Exam” for majors that concludes French 3500, “The Tutorial For Graduating Majors.” It also has an oral mid-term conducted in French. The whole final written exam is an exam of approximately 2 hours long written in French: 45 minutes – literature; 45 minutes culture; 45 minutes advanced grammar/phonetics. This is a juried exam (3 faculty members) for both the oral mid-term and the written final.

Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other

Target:
90% will score “satisfactory” on the Written Exit Exam (Literature part). “Satisfactory” entails a minimum of 75% correct answers.

M 3: French - Oral Proficiency & Survey of Literature courses
All graduates will take the current course French 3197 “Oral Proficiency” that emphasizes oral presentations in English on the literary subjects treated in French 3000-level courses, such as 3100, “Survey of French Literature.” The material of the mentioned courses will be part of the literary section of the “Written Exit Exam for Majors” (FREN 3500), a departmentally designed and juried exam, a requirement for all graduating majors.

Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other

Target:
90% will score “satisfactory” in French 3500.

SLO 3: French - Awareness of culture
The students shall demonstrate an awareness of the culture of France and the francophone world, and the ability to communicate this awareness in English and in French.

Related Measures

M 2: French - Written Exit Exam
All graduates will pass the “Written Exit Exam” for majors that concludes French 3500, “The Tutorial For Graduating Majors.” It also has an oral mid-term conducted in French. The whole final written exam is an exam of approximately 2 hours long written in French: 45 minutes – literature; 45 minutes culture; 45 minutes advanced grammar/phonetics. This is a juried exam (3 faculty members) for both the oral mid-term and the written final.

Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other

Target:
All graduates will pass the Written Exam for majors that concludes French 3500, a course that also includes an oral mid-term exam. The exam is juried. The written exam is 100% in French.

M 4: French - Readings in French Culture and Thought
All graduates will take the current course French 3197, “Oral Proficiency” that emphasizes oral presentations in English on the civilization subjects treated in 3000-level courses, such as French 3205, “Readings in French Culture and Thought.” The material of the mentioned courses will be part of the culture section of the “Written Exit Exam for Majors” (FREN 3500), a departmentally designed and juried exam, a requirement for all graduating majors.
Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other  
Target:  
90% will score “satisfactory” in French 3197.

**SLO 4: Spanish - High quality training**  
The students shall demonstrate high quality training in the Spanish language for those majoring in the concentration.

**Related Measures**

**M 5: Spanish - Course Exit Test**  
Administer the exit test (a departmentally designed test) each semester in the three courses: Spanish 1001, 1002 and 2001, and have it graded by the computer.  
Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other  
Target:  
90% will score at “satisfactory” or above on the Exit Test administered three times (Span 1001, 1002, and 2001). “Satisfactory” means 75% minimum of correct answers.

**M 8: Spanish - Written Exit Exam**  
All graduates will pass the “Written Exit Exam” for majors that concludes Spanish 3500, “The Tutorial For Graduating Majors.” It has an oral mid-term conducted in Spanish. The whole written exam of approximately 2 hours long written in Spanish: 45 minutes – literature; 45 minutes -- culture; 45 minutes -advanced grammar/phonetics. This is a juried exam (3 faculty members) for both the oral mid-term and the written final.  
Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other  
Target:  
90% will score “satisfactory” on the Written Exit Exam (the Advanced Grammar/Phonetics part). “Satisfactory” entails a minimum of 75% correct answers.

**SLO 5: Spanish - Understanding and appreciation of literature**  
The students shall demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of the Spanish literature and the ability to communicate this awareness orally and in writing, in both English and Spanish.

**Related Measures**

**M 7: Spanish - Oral Proficiency & Survey of Literature courses**  
All graduates will take the current course Spanish 3197 “Oral Proficiency” that emphasizes oral presentations in English on the literary subjects treated in Spanish 3000-level courses, such as 3100, “Survey of Spanish Literature 1.” The material of the mentioned courses will be part of the literary section of the “Written Exit Exam for Majors” (SPAN 3500), a departmentally designed and juried exam, a requirement for all graduating majors.  
Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other  
Target:  
90% will score “satisfactory” in Spanish 3197.

**M 8: Spanish - Written Exit Exam**  
All graduates will pass the “Written Exit Exam” for majors that concludes Spanish 3500, “The Tutorial For Graduating Majors.” It has an oral mid-term conducted in Spanish. The whole written exam of approximately 2 hours long written in Spanish: 45 minutes – literature; 45 minutes -- culture; 45 minutes -advanced grammar/phonetics. This is a juried exam (3 faculty members) for both the oral mid-term and the written final.  
Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other  
Target:  
90% will score “satisfactory” on the Written Exit Exam (the Literature part), which entails a minimum of 75% correct answers on all its content in that area.

**SLO 6: Spanish - Awareness of culture**  
The students shall demonstrate an awareness of the culture of Spain, Latin America and other Spanish speaking regions, and the ability to communicate it in English and in Spanish.

**Related Measures**

**M 8: Spanish - American Civilization**  
All graduates will take the current course Spanish 3197, “Oral Proficiency” that emphasizes oral presentations in English on the civilization subjects treated in 3000-level courses, such as Spanish 3271, “Spanish American Civilization.”  
Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other  
Target:  
90% will score “satisfactory” in Spanish 3500.

**M 8: Spanish - Written Exit Exam**  
All graduates will pass the “Written Exit Exam” for majors that concludes Spanish 3500, “The Tutorial For Graduating Majors.” It has an oral mid-term conducted in Spanish. The whole written exam of approximately 2 hours long written in Spanish: 45 minutes – literature; 45 minutes -- culture; 45 minutes -advanced grammar/phonetics. This is a juried exam (3 faculty members) for both the oral mid-term and the written final.  
Source of Evidence: Academic direct measure of learning - other  
Target:  
90% will score “satisfactory”: on the Written Exit Exam (the Culture part), which entails a minimum of 75% correct answers on all its content in that area.